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Introduction
The IMP-2A-MC Multichannel Electrode Impedance Tester is an instrument
designed to quickly and conveniently measure the 1 kHz impedance of 16-channel
electrode arrays, accurate within a range of 1 kΩ to 5 MΩ. While the IMP-2A-MC is
only capable of measuring one channel at a time, it features a multichannel cable
and selection switch allowing for simple and convenient array connection and
channel selection, without requiring repeated changes to lead connections. The
IMP-2A-MC displays impedances in real time by way of an easy-to-read analog
meter, making it an effective tool for tracking changes to impedance over time. In
addition, the IMP-2A-MC is capable of delivering an externally-derived current or
voltage to the electrode using a simple toggle switch, providing an easy way to
bubble test, break down oxide layers, and clean electrodes to achieve lower
impedances. The IMP-2A-MC is a fully-portable lightweight battery-powered unit
featuring a carry handle that doubles as a stand, allowing the device to be tilted to
multiple viewing angles.
While principally designed to characterize high-impedance metal microelectrode
arrays, the IMP-2A-MC is a general purpose device whose simple operation allows it
to be a valuable tool in many different electrochemistry and medical laboratories.
For instance, the IMP-2A-MC is an excellent instrument for matching the lower
impedance values of electrodes used in differential EMG recordings. When
differential recordings are done with electrode pairs having approximately the same
impedance value, the common mode rejection factor will substantially increase, thus
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Specifications
Frequency
Testing current

1 kHz sine wave
< 24 nA (0-5 MΩ range)
< 240 nA (0-500 kΩ range)
< 2.4 µA (0-50 kΩ range)
< 24 µA (0-5 kΩ range)

Testing Range
Error
Power Requirements
Battery Life
Size
Weight

1 kΩ to 5 MΩ
< 10%
Two 9V Alkaline
> 50 h
9" w x 3.5" h x 7.5" d
1.5 lbs.

Multichannel Connector Mapping
13

1

25

14
Note: Pins 19 through 25 are unused.
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MODEL IMP-2A-MC

10 11

12

Power Switch
Reference Electrode Input
Working Electrode Input
Electrode Being Tested
Battery Test Toggle
Up: Normal Operation
Down: Displays Internal Battery Voltage
Mode Toggle
Up: Impedance Measurement
Down: Applies External Signal to Working Electrode
External Signal Input
Range Switch
Calibration Button
Calibration Knob
Channel Selection Switch
Multichannel Connector
Measurement Display
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Back Panel
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Internal Battery Housing (2 x 9V)
Internal Battery Measurement Plugs

Operating Instructions
Powering the Unit On and Off
The IMP-2A-MC Electrode Impedance Tester requires battery power to function,
supplied by two internal 9V batteries accessible from the rear of the unit.
The Power Switch on the front of the unit must be turned on to perform
measurement. It is recommended that the power switch be turned off when the unit
is not in use to preserve battery power.
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Connecting Electrodes for Measurement
Electrode Impedance is typically measured using an electrochemical cell, featuring
the electrode to be tested (the “working” electrode), an electrolyte bath, and a
reference or counter electrode. An electrochemical cell is often constructed by
pouring an appropriate electrolyte solution into a clean glass beaker or dish, and
then mounting the working electrode (or an array of working electrodes) and a
counter electrode to the dish so that they are immersed within the saline a short
distance apart. Typical electrolyte solutions include normal saline or 1X PBS. Large
stainless steel or platinum sheets, pins, or wires are commonly used as counter
electrodes.
Before connecting the working electrode to the unit, make sure
that the Mode Toggle is in the UP or TEST position, and not in
the EXT position.

The IMP-2A-MC is capable of connecting to individual electrodes as well as arrays
of multiple electrodes. Individual electrodes can by connected to the unit by
connecting the working electrode to the Working Electrode Input plug and the
counter or reference electrode to the Reference Electrode Input plug on the front of
the unit. Arrays of electrodes are connected by way of the Multichannel Connector.
Each IMP-2A-MC unit is typically shipped with a Connector Cable that plugs into
the multichannel connector and terminates in an array connector selected by the
user at purchase. Users wishing to assemble their own custom cable may do so
using the connector mapping provided on the speciﬁcations page of this manual.
Note that you should always use an external counter electrode when measuring
array electrodes, and not the counter electrode within the array itself. This will
allow the array counter electrode itself to be evaluated using the tester.
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To select the electrode to be measured within the array, rotate the Channel
Selection Switch to the desired channel number. The IMP-2A-MC is only capable of
measuring one channel at a time within the array. The user should refer to the array
documentation to determine which array electrode corresponds to each channel on
the connector. Note that when connecting a single electrode into the Working
Electrode Input plug, the Channel Selection Switch is bypassed and the device will
perform the measurement regardless of selected channel.
To ensure accurate measurement, make sure all connections are clean, tight, and
corrosion-free. Use high-quality, well-insulated wire leads, and try to keep wires as
short and tangle-free as possible. Double check to make sure that ONLY the
electrodes are immersed in the electrolyte, and that electrolyte solution is not
touching any connectors or exposed wire ends. Abnormally high or low impedances
are commonly caused by broken wires, corroded clips or contacts, or short circuits.

Measuring Electrode Impedance
Before turning the unit on, ensure that both the Battery Test and Mode Toggles are
set to the UP position for normal operation. It is also recommended that unit battery
level and calibration be checked before each measurement session. Instructions for
testing battery level and calibration are provided later.
To begin impedance measurement, ensure that all connections are properly
conﬁgured and turn the power switch on the unit to the ON position. Measurement
will begin as soon as the unit is turned on, for either the array electrode selected on
the channel switch or a single electrode plugged into the working electrode input.
Measured 1 kHz electrode impedance is displayed in real time on the analog
Measurement Display. The scale of the display is changed by rotating the Range
Switch to the desired measurement range decade. The table below provides a quick
reference for the scale of the measurement display at each setting of the range
switch.
Digital Version - Master Copy with QMS Representative
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If one is unsure of the approximate impedance of an electrode,
always start measuring with the meter on the highest range and
reduce the range until a useable reading is attained (somewhere
between 10 and 50 on the meter). Failure to do this may
subject the electrode to as much as 1.2VRMS.

To achieve the greatest accuracy, the range switch should be rotated until the needle
settles between 10 and 50 on the display, without pushing beyond 50. If the needle
pushes above 50 when the range switch is set at the maximum setting of 5 MEG, it
indicates that the 1 kHz impedance of the electrode is above 5 MΩ and thus beyond
the range of measurement of the device.
As the device measures and displays impedance in real time, a degree of drift is
expected over time, particularly in the moments after the electrode is ﬁrst immersed
and connected due to motion artifact. To achieve the most accurate measurement,
hold the electrode motionless and wait for the needle to cease motion and settle.
Note that the real time measurement capability of the device makes it useful for
applications where the user may wish to track a continually-changing impedance,
such as an electrode immersed in a treatment or coating solution.
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Calibration
To maintain the most accurate measurement capabilities of the device, it should be
calibrated before each session. The Calibration Knob on the device front panel can
be used to adjust the reading of the device to a known resistance. For convenience,
the device is equipped with an internal calibration resistor, though users wishing for
greater accuracy may employ their own external standard resistor instead.
To calibrate using the internal resistor, the user should press and hold the
Calibration Button while the unit is powered on. While holding down the calibration
button, gently twist the calibration knob in either direction until the needle within
the measurement display points directly upward to the 25 position on the dial. The
letters CAL are also printed at this position as a reminder. Repeat this procedure at
each setting of the range dial to ensure calibration across the entire measurement
range.
To calibrate using your own external resistor, there is no need to hold down the
calibration button. Simply connect your resistor to the electrode and reference
inputs on the front panel of the unit using wires and clips, and begin normal
measurement. Be sure to set the range knob to the proper setting for your resistor. If
properly calibrated, the measurement display dial will indicate the exact resistance
of the connected standard resistor. If it does not, twist the calibration knob until the
needle reads the proper resistance.
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Connecting an External Signal
For convenience, the device can be conﬁgured to connect to an external signal
source and apply that signal to the electrode and reference inputs. For example,
connecting a 9V battery to the external signal inputs and activating this mode will
result in 9V being applied across the working electrode. This has many potential
applications, including electrochemical cleaning and bubble testing. As each
electrode or array has different requirements for cleaning or testing, it is
recommended that you refer to the documentation of your electrode or array for
further instructions, to avoid electrode damage or destruction.
To begin, connect the external device or battery to the External Signal Input. Note
that this input is color coded: The green terminal in the external signal input
connects to the green reference electrode input, while the red terminal in the
external signal input connects to the red working electrode input. This is extremely
important for applications where polarity is crucial, such as cleaning or bubbling,
where applying the incorrect polarity to the electrode could result in electrode
damage.
To apply the external signal to either the working electrode input or the array
electrode selected on the channel switch, press and hold the Mode Toggle in the
downward “EXT” position. While the toggle is held downward, the external signal
will be applied to the selected electrode. Once the toggle is released, the device
immediately disconnects the external signal and returns to measurement mode.
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Testing the Internal Battery
To function properly, the IMP-2A-MC requires two 9V batteries with sufﬁcient
voltage to accurately drive the internal circuitry. Thus, to ensure accurate
measurement, it is necessary to occasionally test the voltage of the internal
batteries to identify when they are in need of replacement. For convenience, the
unit features an internal voltammeter. Fresh internal batteries should last for an
average of 75 hours of operation before replacement, though battery testing should
be performed
semi-regularly, particularly if the unit is accidentally left powered on for an
extended time.
To test the internal battery, power the unit on and ﬂip the Internal Battery Test
Toggle upwards to the “BATTERY” position. The measurement display should now
indicate the voltage of the internal batteries, where the number 50 indicates 9V or a
full battery. As the batteries are expended, the needle will drift downwards. Once
the needle drops below the number 35 on the dial, the batteries should be replaced.
Batteries can be accessed using the Internal Battery Housing on the rear of the
device.
For precise internal battery measurement, the unit is equipped with a set of Internal
Battery Measurement Plugs on the rear of the unit, which offer direct access to the
battery for the use of your own voltammeter.
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Terms and Conditions
Please inspect the package carefully upon arrival and report any damage to us
within 7 days of receipt of the package.
Unused items may be exchanged if items and packaging are undamaged and in
good condition. Exchange must be made within 30 days of invoice date and with
prior permission from our Customer Service Department.
Please call 301-330-9788 or email support@microprobes.com to request a Return
Material Authorization (RMA) number.
We do not accepted returns after 90 days from invoice date.
Custom design products are non-returnable.
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